Introduction
9tka("dziewiątka"="nine" in Polish) game is a board game created by Adam Kaluza and has its origins in Poland [1] . The game can be played with 2 players up to 4 players, using a 9x9 square board, 9 red counters, 18 yellow counters, 18 blue counters, 12 orange counters and 9 green counters as its components. The board is divided in 9 sections of 3x3 squares each as depicred in Figure 1 . In the Initial condition of the game, one red counter (neutral counter) has to be placed randomly on each section but cannot be placed on the edge sections of the board. Other colored counters are used as the player counters. If there are two players then each has 18 counters, yellow and blue. If it is played by three players then each has 12 counters yellow, blue and orange. If four players involve then each has 9 counters, yellow, blue, orange and green. 
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The game is played in 2 phases, placement and movement. In placement phase, players take turns clockwise by placing freely their counters outside the board, next to the edge fields. The placement phase ends when all slots are taken then the game continues to the movement phase. Figure 1 shows an example of initial condition after placement phase ends with four players.
During the movement phase, players take turns by picking one of their counters at the edge of the board and moving it along its row or column until it hits any other counter or hits the opposite edge of the board. If it hits the opposite edge, it will block one or two counters that are not moved yet as shown in Figure 2 . If player cannot move his counter, then that player passes to move. The game ends when there are no more possible moves for every player. Each player scores one point for every section they conquer. A section is conquered by a player when at that section, player has more counters than that of any other player. In case of a tie, it means there is no player has more counters than that of others player, no one scores for that tie section. The winning player is the one who has the highest score. In case of a tie, the last of the tied player wins. For example, if score of players tie in a two player game, the second player wins the game. In Figure 2 , the top left section is conquered by the yellow player because the yellow player has 3 counters on that section while the blue player only has 2. The yellow player has conquered totally 5 sections and the blue player has conquered 4 sections. Therefore, the yellow player wins the game.
This game is quite simple but it is considered as one of interesting logic game. From the beginning of the game, at placement phase, players should place their counters intelligently. In movement phase, players should move their counters accurately to win the game. The problem is this game played in a board and have to be played at least by two players.
The most famous algorithms in brute-force search are MiniMax [2] , NegaMax [3] , Alpha-Beta [4] , NegaScout [5] , and Principle-variation [6] . This paper discusses on how this game can be digitalized and being played by single person and computers by implementing Max N algorithm. Minimax Algorithm is a depth-first search algorithm designed for zero-sum games that involves 2 players. This algorithm is proven optimal strategy in Tic Tac Toe game [7] . ) in the best case; where b is the branching factor and m is the maximum depth of the search tree [8] . Minimax algorithm implements a nondeterministic strength-adapted AI opponent for board games and behaves as expected [9, 10] . Researchers agree that the goal of the minimax algorithm is to find the best move that can be made by the current player, by searching the game tree. Minimax can use one of two basic strategies, either by searching the entire game tree, or by searching the tree until a predefined depth before it is evaluated [11] . The algorithm works by searching the game tree until a certain depth, and evaluating every single node, child on that depth, using an evaluation function. Then, the algorithm sets the value of the parent to be either the lowest estimated or the highest estimated value of its children. The algorithm proceeds with this for all branches of the tree until the best move to make is "bubbled" up to the root node [12] .
The Max N algorithm is an extension of the minimax algorithm for N-player games. The algorithm works similar to the Minimax algorithm, except that the evaluation function now returns an N-tuple of values, with each component corresponds to the estimated merit of the position with respect to one of the players. Then, the value of each interior node where player k is to move is the entire N-tuple of the child for which the k th component is a maximum [13] [14] [15] . The purpose of this paper is to model and to implement the 9tka board game into a digital game that can be played on PCs. The implemented game will include the feature to play against up to three computer players with Artificial Intelligence using the Max N algorithm.
Research Methodology
First step is creating mathematical model of the game. Since the game is a board game and there are four possible players represented with the counter colour than it is perfectly modelled with the 11x11-sized matrix A = {a(i,j)} where 3. Each pair of the following eight pairs only has one computer counter {(1,0), (0,9)} {(1,10), (0,1)} {(9,0), (10,9)} {(9,10), (10,1)} {(0,1), (9,0)} {(10,1), (1,0)} {(0,9), (9,10)} {(10,9), (1,10)} If any of the conditions above are not fulfilled, then the AI will check another random available position for those conditions. However, if there are no more available positions left, the AI will place the counter on the last checked position, regardless of the conditions. Fourth step is the second phase of the game, movement phase. In movement phase, a counter at a(r 1 , c 1 ) moves and stops at a(r 2 ,c 2 ) is defined by the following procedure.
MoveCounter (a(r 1 , c 1 ), a(r 2 ,c 2 ) Fifth step is the determining the best move of AI players. AI player moves a counter a(i,j) using Max N algorithm [16] is designed with the depth level of n + 3, where n is the number of players in the game. The evaluation value of player m, moving a(i,j) counter to section k on the board A, is value eva(m,i,j) stated as (7) . However, it should be defined some functions. 
Thirdly, y(k) to encourage or discourage the computer to move the counter to section k. If v(m,k) is greater than 4 then that that section is no need to be filled with any counter since it definitely belong to the player. However, if v(m,k)=0 that it should be encourage to fill that section. It is stated in (5) . Value C 1 is set to 30 and C 2 equals to 15 Fourthly, r(k) and q(k) stand for number of blocked opponent's counters and number of blocked computer's counters at section k.
Fiveth, eva(m,i,j) to save the evaluation value of player m, moving a(i,j) counter to section k. It is stated in (6) .
Later, how can the constantas C 3 and C 4 be valued. It is clear that first consideration is by moving a(i,j) counter to section k then player can control that section. Therefore, C 3 should be the bigest. The more value r(k) and the lower value q(k) is the better, therefore C4 is the second bigest. Since the value of ( ) {−30, −15,0,15,30}, then C 3 is set to be 100 and C 4 is 90 experimently.
Suppose initial condition of game played with 2 players is stated in Figure 3 (a) and one possible game states at depth 5 after moving (1, 0) counter, is shown in Figure 3 It can be seen that the computer has conquered 2 sections k = 3 and k = 8 and has 1 counter each at section k=1, k = 3 and k = 8, and has blocked 2 opponent counters at (1,10), (0,9) and no blocking computer counters. Therefore, the evaluation value eva(2,1,0) is as follows. eva(2,1,0)=100×2+90×(2-0)+15×3+30×6=605.
Another possible movement is shown on Figure 4 . The game state is reached by moving counters consecutively (1, 0), (5, 0), (0, 1), (2, 0) and (0, 2). The computer has conquered 2 sections, k = 3 and k = 7, has 1 counter each at section k=1, k=3 and k=7 and has blocked 4 opponent counters and no computer counters. Therefore, the evaluation value is eva(2,1,0)=100×2+90×4+30×6+15×3=785. 
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By generating all possible movements, constructing the tree with depth 5 and using Max N algorithm with evaluation as its heuristic value then computer will determine which counter is the best to be moved. Finally, Player m is the winner of the game in (7).
( ) = max {1,2,3,4} { ( )} (7)
Results and Discussion
The 9tka game is implemented using the Java programming language. User must first determine the settings of the game on the start screen window, such as the number of players and which counters are controlled by the player. As seen in Figure 5 . After it is done, the user clicks the Start Game button, and the main game window will appear, as shown in Figure 6 (a). Placement phase is done by clicking on the white squares at the edge side of the board to place a player's counter, Figure 6 (b) . Afterwords, clicking on the counters inside the same squares to move it in the movement phase. Figures 6 (c) and 6 (d) show the examples of first movement that can be made by a player and the end of the game.
First experiment is conducted to gauge the time needed for the AI to make a move in the movement phase, in milliseconds. The test is conducted in 15 games, 5 games for each of number of player. Each game consists of 18 steps for 2 players, 12 steps for 3 players and 9 steps for 4 players. The results are depicted at Table 1. Figure 7 shows that amount of time to move a counter, drops exponentially according to number of steps and the more the number of players, the amount of time is longer to move the first and second counters. On average for two, three and four players, every move is less than 180, 270 and 541 respectively in milliseconds. 217 number of wins that the respondent has achieved for each game type is tabulated at Table 1 . It shows that the average a human wins the game of two players is 2.25 out of 5 games. It means the probability AI of computer player winning the game is 0.55. It has bigger chance to win the game than that of the human. The more the number of computer player, the harder human can defeat the computer players. 
